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With too advent of nuclear reactor power

plants, the development of a rtgornue theoreti-

cal codel for predicting 6tt>an surge tank pres-

sure transients during prescribed changes in

liquid level history has been a subject of

great interest. Surge tanks are located in the

primary loop of a reactor. Liquid is heated in

the reactor core and flows through s. steam

generator «here steam is generated and sent to

the turbine system. Primary coolant

temperature tenda to shift with tha changing

turbine load, which in turn causes voluce

transients. The chamber providing the required

expansion volume is called a surge tank or pres-

surizer. It serves a dual function. It pro-

vides a means to control w e ays tem pressure,

as veil as allowing the liquid thermal expan-

sion, by admitting aore fluid»

there are three distinct nodes of surge*

of current interest:, namely, outsurge, insurge,

and multiple surge (a series of iasurges and

outsurge»). Multiple surges nay occur when *

power plant experiences large fluctuations in

power demand.1 The "pure" outsurge and "pure"

insurge have been dealt with successfully by;

-. various Investigators using different approach-.

.-• e« (1-3). A brief outline of the 'theoretical

modeli for the three node» of surge* is given .

herein. ' • i\ ' - '_ '- \~- .

(1) Pure Outsurget

During outsurge, there always exists a

thermodyneaic equlllbriuo between the phases

and both the vapor and liquid remain in satura-

tion condition. Heat transfer between the sys-

ten and the pressurizer vail will be through

sensible heat transfer only and because this is

a relatively poor mechanism of heat transfer,

its effect is completely neglected and the pro-

cess is assumed to be adiabatic.

Starting with the continuity snd the

energy equations the relationship between the

liquid level history in a surge tank and the

corresponding vapor pressure drop can be ob-

tained (3).

(2) Pure Insurge:

When an insurge to the pressurizer occurs,

vapor tenperat.ure and pressure begin to rise..-7

AM a result, the vapor condenais un the cooler

boundary surfaces and heat is. transferred to

the vessel wall and liquid in the preisurixer. •

Starting with the sane equation» of continuity

«nd «oúrgy, the relationship betw*«n the tank

pressure and the liquid.level history *«• de-
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coxputed by solving the Fourier equation of •'- °f, nv'i
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Results of a cyplcal run aro shown in Kig,

1. It ia clear £roo the figure that the pre-

dicted pressure io in cioso aürccnent with os-

pcrinent (4).

(3) Multiple Surgo:

Utilizing the solution for ouCourge and

insurge and with proper codlflaationo, an

analysis wau perforced oc* a olnusoidal type of

cultiple surge (3,5), Tvo cases .o.f nultlplo

ourge were investigated, nnnely: Caoo 1, out-

surge followed by insurge and; Caae 2, insurge

followed by outsurge. Extension of these cases

Co other core complicated multiple surges was

also attempted. The predicted pressure history

of the oultiple surge process seens reasonably

good but as one might anticipate, further ex-

perimental verifications are required.
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The associated governing equations from

our surge tank studies were mostly solved vi»

" the IBM/CSMP package. Because of its easy ac-

cessibility and relative,case of use {e.g; free

iron scaling), CSMP ha».gained wide acceptance

QH an ioportant tool in dealing with engineer-

ing problema.

EKjioriisental scudieo arc very important xn

this otudy, both for checking the anaXyticol

model and for obtaining a better underottsnoing

of cci'toin phenomena occuiTing in the surge

tank. A pilot project of constructing a small

surge tank teotlna facility has therefore been

initiated. Work will be continued 1,0 develop

a generalized r.odel for surge tanks Involving

multiple, piping inlets and outlets such as t!ie

one associated with Gentily Power Plant, P.Q.

Closely allied problems, fer eicample the pres-

sure response to surges in air surge tanks at-

tached to large hydraulic ducts, etc., will ais-o

be explored.
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